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Abstract
NFTs have complex direct and indirect consequences on the modern economy, making
the use of them by the average rational individual prone to higher risk. Just as professional,
educational, and social institutions progressed through the COVID-19 pandemic using
technological tools such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams, the world economy has also become
increasingly intertwined with technology. Non-fungible tokens (NFTs), through Web 3.0, have
played a large part in this intermingling of public markets and technology. On a surface level,
NFTs can seem like a trend or Ponzi scheme put forth by the young “influencers” of social
media. Additionally, the underlying technical and social implications make NFTs a more
complex option than traditional investments, potentially putting the average individual at a
disadvantage in a modern market full of new financial sharks. So, what are the direct and indirect
effects of NFTs on individual investors in the modern economy? While many see the economy
as strictly related to stocks, the modern economy is broad, in which individuals make decisions
based on financial, social, and ethical implications. NFTs play into these factors, resulting in
effects such as pricing changes based on social trends in addition to news in the press, in the way
that traditional stocks are impacted. This fluctuation and instability can result in an unwillingness
for lenders to grant loans based on holdings in NFTs or cryptocurrencies. That volatility calls the
intrinsic worth of an NFT into question. Despite these issues, digital capital like NFTs and
cryptocurrency do provide opportunities to invest with a low barrier to entry. Concerns of
environmental ethics are diminishing as crypto is fully mined and companies become carbon
neutral. This multitude of factors and issues results in a market situation that is incredibly
difficult to predict. Here, we conclude that while NFTs pose considerable risks to investors, the
opportunities and new possibilities suggested by a growing cryptocurrency market suggest that
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cryptocurrency is not just a fad or a bubble: it’s here to stay and will have a lasting impact on
markets.

Public Knowledge
In June of 2021, Security.org released a survey of 55% male and 45% female responses, with an
age distribution reflecting the U.S. census. As a side note and for legitimacy, Security.org is an
organization specializing in the research of data technologies and has citations in Forbes, The
Wall Street Journal, and Wired. They found that only two percent, two percent, of Americans
were very familiar with NFTs – having purchased or sold one in the past. Additionally, they
found that a staggering sixty-six percent of Americans have never heard of NFTs. But what is an
NFT? To answer this and ultimately respond to our research question, we first have to start at the
beginning: the blockchain.

The Blockchain
What exactly is a blockchain? A blockchain is a distributed ledger of transactions that functions
on the decentralized web. Each chain is composed of cryptographic data called blocks, and each
block contains a hash - a unique code that identifies the block. Each block also includes the hash
of the previous block and the data for its specific transaction. As transactions occur, these blocks
stack on one another, forming an irreversible, verifiable record or a blockchain. So how is a new
block added to the chain? There are two main methods, known as consensus mechanisms, called
proof of work and proof of stake. Each of these processes is different but provides similar
outputs.
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With proof of work, the older of the two methods, cryptocurrency miners try to compute
the solution to a cryptographic puzzle: the creation of a new hash for a new block. As the puzzles
are solved, the blockchain rewards miners with some quantity of cryptocurrency. In this mining
process, competition is equal, except rewards are weighted towards those with more computing
power. The trouble with proof of work is that it is energy-intensive. Proof of stake functions
quite differently and solves some of these issues.
In proof of stake, a network of validators risks some quantity of their cryptocurrency.
They do this hoping to get a chance to validate a new transaction on the blockchain and be
rewarded for doing so. Once the network chooses a validator, the blockchain updates with the
accepted transaction. Finally, the network disburses cryptocurrency to the chosen validator.
Proof of stake has serious advantages - it is computationally simple and requires less energy to
maintain. However, the downside to proof of stake is its favoritism towards validators who can
stake more cryptocurrency than others.

Cryptocurrency
There are several available options for cryptocurrency. For example, the two highestvalued coins are Bitcoin and Ethereum. As of Wednesday, April 27th, 2022, Bitcoin has a
market value of $39,148.18, putting its market cap at $744,753,082,757. Ethereum has a market
value, again as of April 27th, of $2,874.90, putting its market cap at a value of
$346,554,363,494. If you are not convinced already, hopefully these numbers exemplify the
immense scale of crypto. Cryptocurrencies operate most often as a financial instruments. In some
cases, one can use cryptocurrencies for everyday purchases, like cash or a credit card, but they
are most often held as assets or exchanged for other cryptocurrencies, like NFTs.
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Non-Fungible Tokens - NFTs
First and foremost, NFT stands for Non-Fungible Token. Similar to cryptocurrencies,
NFTs are minted on a blockchain, with the most common blockchain for NFTs being Ethereum.
During this process, the originator of an NFT creates a smart-contract assigned to the minted
NFT. This smart-contract identifies the NFT and its ownership in an inimitable manner. Because
of these smart contracts, NFTs are one-of-a-kind tokens verifiable through digital authentication.
In the same way that blockchains authenticate cryptocurrency, the blockchain acts as
verification, or certificate of authenticity, in conjunction with the smart contract. After the
minting of NFTs, sellers have the opportunity to sell their tokens on exchange platforms, with
the most notable and trusted platform being OpenSea.

Public Opinion
While the numbers are small, what does the informed public think of NFTs? Any
remotely internet-savvy person needs only a few clicks to find a plethora of articles covering
controversies surrounding NFTs. Hiroko Tabuchi from the New York Times writes, “NFTs Are
Shaking Up the Art World. They May Be Warming the Planet, Too.” Amanda Yeo from
Mashable Tech states, “Think cryptocurrency is bad? NFTs are even worse.” Kevin Collier from
NBC News claims that “NFT art sales are booming. Just without some artists' permission.” And
as of January this year, the Smithsonian Magazine published an article entitled “Should NFTs Be
Classified as Art? Wikipedia’s Editors Vote ‘No’” But the list does not end there. From potential
scams to infringements in copyright law, of course, nothing can be without controversy NFTs
just seem to attract a lot of it.
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What is the Problem?
So what is the problem? Why have NFTs not been readily accepted into society? One
answer comes from the medium at the forefront of the public image of NFTs - wild internet art.
Oversaturation of what some would call poor art has left many a sour taste in the mouths of
potential investors. The infamous Bored Ape is the most recognized. The idea that these clip art
monkeys can sell from one-hundred to two-hundred Ethereum, around two-hundred-twentythousand dollars to four-hundred-forty-thousand dollars, is insane. Yet, as we mentioned, this is
not the only issue plaguing the NFT market.

Fighting the Climate Crisis
As briefly touched on earlier, one concern surrounding NFTs is their effect on the Earth.
Ethereum estimates that its blockchain annually consumes 73.2 TWh (terawatt hours) of
electricity. For comparison, this is roughly equivalent to the energy use of a country like
Australia over a whole year. Yet, there are solutions. Ethereum operates on a more energyintensive proof of work model. However, they plan to switch their operations to proof of stake by
the end of quarter three or early quarter four in 2022. This switch would result in an astounding
99.95 percent drop in energy usage. In addition, others are looking to decrease the overall carbon
footprint of NFTs. Dr. Soheil Saraji and Dr. Mike Borowczak from the University of Wyoming
published their white paper outlining A Blockchain-based Carbon Credit Ecosystem. This
ecosystem would allow the coding of carbon credits into smart-contracts to indirectly offset the
energy usage of NFTs.
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The New Wall Street
However, with criticism also comes acceptance - and lots of it from the younger
generations. Now more than ever, it has become increasingly easy to invest through platforms
like Coinbase, a decentralized financial network. Yet, NFTs and cryptocurrencies today function
as the next version of the dot-com bubble of the early 2000s. Markets face oversaturation, pumpand-dump schemes litter exchange platforms, and most NFT projects are digital art that only
retains value if those looking to invest, give them value. Colborn Bell, investment banker and the
creator of The Museum of Crypto Art, highlights this bubble well, saying, “There is this idea of
making everything an NFT, and just because it’s become an NFT, it’s now valuable… For me,
this is when it gets very dangerous and is akin to a financial bubble.”

The Need for Education
But the problems do not end here. If cryptocurrencies and NFTs are to be legitimized in
the modern economy, public education needs to happen. Cryptocurrency and NFTs can seem like
Ponzi schemes, creating a fear of missing out amongst the general population and those
interested. In some ways, companies like crypto.com, which made the “Fortune favors the
brave?” commercial, can seem like they exploit everyday people by increasing the anxiety
associated with a financial craze. The result? Large amounts of uneducated people invest in
currencies they know little about. The issue is some crypto companies do not feel the moral or
ethical obligation to inform the general public of the risks associated with investing in volatile
assets such as cryptocurrency and NFTs. And why should they? Aside from high school personal
finance classes and those that pursue an education in investment banking, it is entirely up to the
individual to educate themselves on what they choose to invest in. However, with crypto, the
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situation is different. Cryptocurrency and NFT investing are more detailed and convoluted than
investing in a stock portfolio. So much so that in a fifteen-minute presentation such as this one,
we barely scratch the surface. However, there are those looking to remedy this problem. The
NASDAQ cites companies such as Ledger and Phemex Academy as “making crypto education
simpler and less daunting.” The Corporate Finance Institute even has courses on how individuals
can better invest in crypto and how investors can avoid a financial bubble.

Is There More Than Money
But is there more? What nonfinancial utility can NFTs and Smart Contracts provide? The
truth is there are many. NFTs can be used to digitally secure private documents and prevent the
loss of physical copies such as medical records, tax returns, and home or auto titles.
Additionally, NFTs could allow consumers to digitize their driver's license or passport for
security and ease of use traveling. If you own your transcript as an NFT, you do not have to pay
transcript servicing fees. Plus, NFTs could provide alternatives to preserving original versions of
historical records and writings such as the Declaration of Independence or the United States
Constitution. In short, the possibilities for these technologies are limitless.

The Metaverse
A future in which VR provides opportunities for physical interaction with digital assets in
the digital world is not too far away. One could open a store to sell NFTs on virtual real estate
that they bought in the Metaverse. This reality is made possible by companies such as
Decentraland and the Sandbox Game. While this specific technology is still new, and a ReadyPlayer-One-Esque world might seem a bit far-fetched, it is not. The company Axie has bridged
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the gap between gaming and finance through their play-to-earn game Axie Infinity. This game
allows players to collect NFT characters and rewards exchangeable for cryptocurrencies, which
players can sell for real-world currency. Now one might think, “That sounds great, where do I
sign up?” But consider the utilization of Axie in the Philippines over the past few years. Due to
the pandemic, some people began to turn to Axie to subsidize their income. A digital estranged
labor culture began to form, and some players started to play the game so well that they could
not only subsidize their income but entirely replace it. There is an abundance of ethical issues
with this occurrence and no firm conclusion. Is it ethical to allow someone to stake their entire
livelihood on something so volatile? Earlier this month, Axie experienced a security breach, and
to contain the issue, they shut down the method of transferring cryptocurrency out of the game
and into real currency. Should Axie, a game developer, be allowed to control their players’
income and lives so completely? What issues arise when people can replace their entire
livelihood and production with something completely digital and fictional, producing nothing
that exists and can be used by others? These questions don’t have any simple answers, but as
cryptocurrency becomes more common, so too will these ethical dilemmas.

Conclusion
Hopefully, this presentation provides something new about the exciting world of
decentralized assets and peeled back some of the mystery surrounding them. We covered the
basics of how cryptocurrencies function, where NFTs fit into the crypto landscape, the public’s
perception of them, and some interesting usage possibilities. NFTs and cryptocurrencies exist in
a unique position in today’s market, largely due to their volatility and the way the public
perceives them. Nevertheless, despite the shortcomings of NFTs, the future will likely grow
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increasingly populated with them and other decentralized assets. Perhaps we’ll see a time when
every document has a smart contract with a digital signature. Maybe even home titles with smart
contracts that provide royalties to the original owner upon later sales.
The possibilities presented by these new forms of currency are endless, and hopefuly this
presentation has expanded your interest in the cryptocurrency world. Understandably, this short
presentation can only go so far in helping understand the complex world of cryptocurrency.
Because of this, we would like to leave you all with two quotes from our interview with Dr. John
Fantuzzo, a scholar of philosophy education at Eastern University in St. David's Virginia: “You
should consider seriously that it's just a Ponzi scheme… that there is actually nothing. It's just
capitalizing on people's fear of missing out.” He also went on to say, “There is something useful
here, it's useful in different ways”
These quotes reaffirm the notion that the blockchain, cryptocurrency, and NFTs operate
in a techno-financial bubble. For some people, this is an opportunity to take advantage of the
uncertainty and dive head-first into decentralized assets. For many others, this is a risk with
implications much greater in breadth and depth than can be fully understood in one day. In the
end, the value of everything is relative. On a blockchain, investor confidence determines the
value of its items. In the stock market, individual company performance determines the value of
their stock. Neither one is stable, and both affect our economies and daily lives in ways that are
only increasing in scale. Ultimately, it does not matter how one sides - decentralized finance will
grow and affect everyone regardless of who owns crypto. What matters is that information is
shared so that the public is informed, and cryptocurrency is shaped into a force for good, rather
than a tool for greed.
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